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We review many of the recently developed applications of Heavy Quark Effective 
Theory techniques. After a brief update on Luke’s theorem, we describe striking 
relations between heavy baryon form factors, and how to use them to estimate the 
accuracy of the extraction of IV&f. We discuss factorization and compare with ex- 
periment. An elementary presentation, with sample applications, of reparametriza- 
tion invariance comet next. The final and most extensive chapter in this review 
deals with phenomenological lagrangians that incorporate heavy-quark spin-flavor 
as well a~ light quark chin1 symmetries. We compile many interesting results and 
discuss the validity of the calculations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It seems hardly appropriate to devote any time to reviewing the fundamentals of 
Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET), both because this is a meeting of experts and 
because several good reviews of the subject are now available.‘,’ Instead of wasting any 
space introducing conventions, I simply choose to use the notation of Ref. 2. Thus, I will be 
able to devote more energy towards a description ~1 recent developments in this field. 

I view this paper ils updating and expanding on Ref. 2. There the HQET wa pre- 
sented and a few applications discussed at length. 0th er applications where briefly discussed. 
Much has changed since Ref. 2 was written, and it seems the time is ripe for an extension 
of that work. Because of time and space limitations this is not intended BS an extensive 
overview of progress in the field since Ref. 2 was written. Rather, 1 shall pick and choose 
according to my taste, familiarity with the subjects, and what I perceived as relevant to the 
participants oi the workshop. 

2. AN UPDATE ON LUKE’S THEOREM 

Presumably the best known consequence of heavy quark symmetries is that tbe form 
factors for semileptonic B + D and B - D’ decays nre determined at the point ol zero 
recoil (equal Band D velocities). Luke’s theorem states that this normalization of the meson 
form factors has no l/Mp corrections. 3 It is not widely appreciated that Luke’s original 



prod did not exclude possible short distance corrections of order (o.(m,)/m,). It turns out 
it is easy to extend Luke’s proof to exclude correclioqs of this sort to any order in the strong 
coupling.” 

Similarly, the normalization of form factors for Aa -+ A, semileptonic decay is co?- 
putable up to corrections of order l/M;.‘, 5 

3. HEAVY BARYON FORM FACTOR RELATIONS 

3. , Relolions lo Fird Order in l/Mq 

Six form factors encode the semileptonic decay amplitude Aa - A,ev. The transitiorl 
lends itself particularly well to HQET analysis because it is tightly constrained by the heavy 
quark spit, symmetry.6 Like their mesonic counterparts, the six form factors that parame- 
terizc this baryonic process arc predicted at leading order in the l/M* expansion in terms 
of a single Isgur-Wise function In contrast with their mesonic counterparts, one can prove 
that Ibis is still the case at order I/M,J.’ In other words, five relations among these six 
form factors remain after O(l/m,) and O(L/ 11,b correctiona are i,,cluded. ) 

Remarkably. that such relations can be written is not precluded by short distance 
elkts to any order in the strong coupling constant.” However the relations themselves get 
corrected order by order in perturbation theory. To see how this works, define the form 
factors through 

(A~(~‘,S’)IV”lAb(U,J)) = o(“‘,s’)[F,(v”‘)y + FZ(v.“‘)d + F3(w’)““‘]r(tJ,s) (1) 
(Ar(~‘,~‘)(Ay/Ab(~,~)) = ~(~‘,s’)[G~(uu’)~’ + Gz(w’)u’ + C,(wv’)u’“~~“u(u,s) (2) 

where v and s refer to the velocity and spin of the state Aa and of tbe Dirac spinor u. Then, 
the relations between form faclors are4 

F, 
:, 

= I+[~+~]~+5~r+$~~2(l(t:;+~P’r) (3) 

F2 G Ti 2. 4 4m.l 4 o,(m.) ;i 2( I + r - w’~) :, = -=--__ 
Cl znr, (vzr’+ I) 3 r 3 I 2% (u.v’ + 1) (4) 

& CJ ;i 2 
c, = -c, = -G(u.“‘+ 1) 

where 

?.= 

log(w’ t J-1 

&Tjq 

(5) 

and b iy an undetermined constant with unit maw dimensions, expected to bc of order of the 
hadronic scale, X - 500 MeV. If in Eqs. 3 - 5 one sets n.(m,) = 0 and 3 = 0, one recovers 
the zeroth order results of Ref. 6, while the results of Ref. 5 are obtained by allowing x # 0 
hut with a,(m.) = 0. Clearly there are also corrections of order a.(ms) and of higher order 
in l/Mq. 

Heavy quark symmetries give the value of the form factors at zero recoil. In the 
leading-loa approximation 

G,(I)= # 
( 1 

0, 

. c 

There are no corrections of order l/Mg to this relation. St ’ The counterpart of this prediction 
for me.wns is used in the measurement of the mixing angle IV,l. 

The form factor relations 3 - 5 provide a valuable means for assessing the uncertainty 
in fulure measurements of the mixing angle IV,al. It is reasonable to expect the prediction 
in Eq. 7 to hold to the same accuracy with which the form factors satisfy the predicted 
relations, at least for small or moderate vw’ - 1. 

3.2 Relations To All Orders In l/m, 

The relations above were obtained by expanding both in l/m, and l/ma. Because the 
charm quark is only a few times heavier than typical hadronic acalw, the corrections to the 
relations 3 - 5 may be large. Remarkably, Mannel and Roberts obtain Sour relations among 
the six form factors without assumption8 on the size of ms.’ Expanding in l/ma, i.e., using 
the HQET for the b quark, the spin symmetry acting on the b quark alone is enough to limit 
to two the number of independent form factors in Aa --t A,, where p = U,C: 

(A~(p’,~‘ll~~h~*~lAs(~,s)l = B(P’, J’)[/I+P’) -t +J+P’)]~+,J) (81 

It is straightforward to write the six form factors in Eqs. 1 - 2 in terms of the two form 
factors in Eq. 8. Explicit relations between the form factors follow from eliminating fi,l 
from Eq. 8: 

F, = G, - Ga (9) 
Fx = Gs (101 
& = 0 (111 
G, = 0 (12) 

These remarkably simple expressions receive corrections in order l/ms and o,(ms)/r, but 
are valid for arbitrary m, (provided m, < ma). Moreover, the perturb&w corrections 
- a(w)/* are computable; the leading correction is obtained by replacing’ 

r + r - *70gy7- (13) 

in Eq. 8. 
By taking the limit rnb + m, one readily checks that Eqs. 3 - 5 are consistent with 

Eqs. 9 - 12. 

4. FACTORIZATION 

4.1 Summary oJ Theory 

Consider purely hadronic B-meson decays into singly charmed final states. I have in 
mind the class of processes that includep B -+ DC, B - D’n, E + Dp, etc. The interaction 
Hamiltonian density mediating these decays is 

31 = ~V~V,;[e,br?,cLu‘l’d,.d‘ + c&Q%,,C~~‘T”d~.] , 04) 

where c,,~ are calculable short dislance QCD corrections, T” are color octet matrices, and 
9~ stands for a left handed quark. The second term in H arises from short distance QCD 
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effects. Factorization in R particular decay, say B - Dn is the statement that the following 
equation is true: 

(D+lB) = ~V.al::,e,(DID~,u’r.IB)(nlPr.l.d~IO) 

II factorization holds, the rate Ior the hadronic decay (the left hand side in eq. (9)) is given in 
terms of a meson decay constant ((r(q)Iti~~~d,,lO) = ij”q”) and the form factors for B + D 
at a fixed momentum transfer (that is (D~~L~,,cL~B) at qa = M:). 

Whether a particular matrix element factorizes is a dynamical issue that involves 
nowpertorbative strong interactions, and is therefore hard to settle from first principles. We 
do know, nevertheless, that factorization does not hold i or a large class of two body decays. 
In the case of A’ decays, the AI = l/2 rule is B stark reminder that simple factorization 
does not hold. More recently, a wealth of evidence against factorization in D-meson decays 
(a+ in D --t KS) has been amassed.’ 

To my knowledge there are two known theoretical approaches to demonstrating fac- 
torization. It holds in leading order jo the 1 /NC expansion, where N, is the number of colors 
in QCD.‘O And it holds in the leading order in the I/M* expansion.” 

Now, these approaches are rather different. The large N, limit is fairly democratic: 
effectively, it predicts factorization in any meson decay into two meson final states, regardless 
of which flavors are involved in the transition. It does not predict, as far as I can tell, factor- 
ization io baryon decays (because the number of non-spectator diagrams, each suppressed 
by ~I/N,, scales like NC). 

The laree Mn limit is fairly restrictive hs to which transitions mav exhibit factoriza- Y Y 
tion. It must be a transition of the form M - M’X where M and M’ are heavy hadrons. with 
their manses io a fixed ratio, both scaling with the large parameter Mq, and X is a hadronic 
state with small invariant mass, that is, it’s mass does not grow with Ma. To the extent that 
the b and c quarks can be considered heavy, this approach can be used for B + Dn, and 
even ior baryons M in i\a + A,rr. But in the case of D decays this approach says oothiog, 
since the final state does not involve any heavy quarks. 

1 wilt have nothing to say about phenomenological approaches to iactorizatian.‘z 
My interest hew is on what can be obtained from first principles, even ii only in some 
approximation. Clearly we have a better chance of learning about dynamics if we concentrate 
on results that follow directly from QCD than on phenomenological approaches. It is for this 
reason also that we have nothing to say about decays such as B + $lC which may very wctl 
factorize, but we don’t know of any first principles justiiicntion for that to be the case. (lo 
fact, one expects factorization in the inclusive resonant rate 6 + 1+5x,, where by resonant we 
mean that the + is directly produced. P-wave charmoniom production in B-meson decays is 
known not to iactorize.‘3 Consequently nonresonant inclusive $ production won’t either). 

4.2 Comparison Wi/h Experiment 

The large N, approach is far too democratic: experimentally it is found that iactor- 
izntion does not hold in decays of heavy mesons to light mesons, or in light-to-tight decays. 
In this section I intend to investigate the predictions of the large mass limit as far 89 iactor- 
ization is concerned. 

We start by considering qualitative statements implied by the arguments of Ref. 11. 
Feynman diagrams that don’t factorize on account of the light quark in the initial heavy 
meson ending up in the light hadron in the final state are suppressed by I/MO. Now, the 

only diagrams that contribute to 8’ + D’s’ are of this kind (and therefore Do -+ Dona 
does not itself factorize). Hence ii factorization is to hold to some accuracy e, the rate for 
8’ + Dono ought to he suppressed relative to the rate for p -+ D+a- or B- + Done by 
roughly t=. 

A quick glance at the particle data book shows that 8’ decays into D+*-, D+p-, 
D+a,(l%O)-, D’(2010) +ir-. D’(2010)+p- and ~(2010)+a~(1260)- have been observed and 
have branching fractions in the 0.3% to 1.8% range. Non of the corresponding decays into Do 
or o’(2010)” plus a neutral tight meson have been observed. An upper bound exists on the 
branching fraction for B” -+ Dope of 6 x IO-‘. This is all as expected from the factorization 
argument in the paragraph above. 

Quantitative, model independent,14 tests of factorization are readily available. We 
will consider three kinds of such tests. The first two compare diflerent two body decays 
which are related by a combined use of factorization and either isospin or heavy quark spin 
symmetries. In the tbird we compare some two body decays to corresponding semiteptonic 
rates. The third is the most direct test, hot is not available for as many processes. Also, 
it isG+xesting to see how well the other symmetries, and in particular heavy quark spin 
symmetry, work. 

Using isospin symmetry on the factorized amplitudes, one obtains that the partial 
widths for the charxed and the neutral meson decavs into charmed two hodv decavs should he 
equal. That is, one-expects r(I?’ + D+a-) LS r(B- + Dose) and similar r&ions for the 
other modes. These results are not predicted by isospin symmetry alone. The hamiltonian 
in Eq. I4 has AI = 0, I, white the B rmd D rne~mw are both I = l/2 states, so the final Dn 
state is n combination of I = l/2 and I = 312. There am three independent bmptitudes, 
hut they are not independent if factorization holds. 

This can he tested assuming the total widths of the charged and neutral B-mesons 
are equal. It is seen that these relations bold to the present experimental accuracy. For 
example, the particle data book gives 

nr(B- + DOT-) = (3.8 !z 1.1) x 1OV (16) 

white 
Rr(i?“+ D+n-) = (3.2f0.7) x tO-3 (17) 

and similar resolts for the other three modes mentioned nhove. 
Since the iartorized amplitude is given in terms of the semiteptonic form factors, one 

can use heavy quark spio symmetry to relate tbr rates into D and D’ final states: 

I-@-+ DX)= I-(li+ D-X). (18) 

This seems to work welt, too. For example, from the parlicle data book 

Br(B’ -.v D’(20tO)+n‘) = (3.2 i 0.7) x lO-3 (19) 

to be compared with Br(BO - D+T-) in Eq. 17 above. It is remarkable that both factor- 
ization and heavy quark spin symmetry can be tested simultaneously and that both seem to 
work rather welt. 

Table 1 shows CLEO II measured branching iractions.‘5 The two columns are related 
by spin symmetry (ii factorization holds). We group lines into pairs for the neulral and, 
charged B decays. Thus the combined result of factorization. isospin symmetry, heavy 



quark spin symmetry and the assumption oi equal P and B+ lifetimes, is that all entries 
in each 2 x 2 block are equal. It can be seen that, within experimental errors this is the 
case. It is intriguing tlv.1 lhe central values of all of the B0 decays are about 70% of the 
corresponding B-. If ?his is a real &ct it could be evidence against factorizatior~. It could 
also be interpreted as evidence for different EP and Et lifetimes, T(P)/T(B+) - 0.7. But 
this is hard to reconcile with direct results from the DELPHI’6 and ALEPII” cxpwiments, 
which tend to favor ~(iP)/r(lJ+) > I. 

Table I. Some CLEO II Branching Fractions 

If factorization holds, the degree of polnriaation in the decay B0 + n’(2OlO)+p- can 
be predicted in terms of the degree of polarization iu the scmileptonic deca~:‘~ 

!g(jy + o*(zolo)+p-) = $(F + ~(2010)+e”)~.,,~“~,,,~ (20) 

Ilere the differential rates on the right hnnd side are with respect to the invariant lepton 
pair mass, m:,. The CLEO collaboration finds 

+y - o’(2010)+~-) = 0.90 It 0.07 * 0.05 (21) 

while the expected value from the semileptooic decay is 85% 88%. 
Finally. the most direct test of factorization is obtained by comparing directly both 

sides of Eq. 15, or equivalently by testing whether Bjorken’s ratio 

R, E 
IyB” + u’(2010)+*-) 

dr(D - D.(2010)+~v)/dm:,l,:“=M~ (22) 

agrees with the expectation from factorization: 

R r = Grr’/‘c’ r I (23) 
Similar expressions can be written with the pion replaced by some other final state. Ex- 
perimentally, the ratios R. and R, for the neutral meson decay have been studied. The 
results of CLEO II measurements and the expectations from factorization are summarized 
in Table 2.‘” 

Table 2. CLEO If Results on Bjorken’s Ratios 

6. REPARAMETRIZATION INVARIANCE 

There is an ambiguity in assigning a four-velocity, v, and residual momentum, k, 
to a particle in the HQET. Recall that only the momentum p = Mv + k has physical 
significance. One may shift both the velocity and residual momentum to obtain the same 
physical momentum: 

” - v+qlM (24) 
k 3 k-q (25) 

The only constraint oo the vector q is that the new four-velocity be properly normalized: 

(u + q/M)1 = 1 (26) 
The &ective field theory most be invariant under these reparametrizations.‘* The 
reparametriaations mix different orders in l/M. Hence, one can use reparametriaation in- 
variance to put constraints on the form of the l/M correctiorrs.‘D 

As an example of an application consider the matrix element of the vector current 
between two pseudoscalar mesons. When using the HQET to order l/M it is important to 
include in the description of the states both the velocity label v and the residual momentum 
k: 

hwhA~) = II% t fi(h + k:) t fdk‘ - qJ (27) 
Here t$ stands for the heavy quark current including l/M corrections. Now, in the “fall 
theory”, that is, the theory without any large mw expansion, there are only two independent 
form factors, usually denoted by f+ and j-. It shouldn’t be necessary to introduce three 
form factors in the effective theory. This is implied by reparametrization invariance, which 
gives the relation 

(28) 
Of more practical importance is the use of reparametrization invariance to constrain 

the form of the heavy quark current in the eflective theory. The heavy quark vector currerlt 
has a l/M expansion1 

~cqd)oj” + l 2Mp 5 Dq”.“‘)o~” + & 7 D”qv”‘)oj’) (29) 

where C$” and 0:” stand for vector operators of dimension three and four respectively with 
?&Q. quantum numbers, and their coefficients C, D and D’ are pertwbatively calculable. 
For example, at tree level the curreot is 

Q~nQu f &Chi4’Q. - & qlQ:~i?hQ. (30) 

where we have used the equations of motion, v-DQ.. = 0. Now, the vector current in Eq. 29 
will be reparametrization invariant if and only if it depends on the velocities v and v’ in the 
combinations 

vu t hl% and w: t k:lM~s (31) 
or in operator language 

vp + iD,/Mp and u: - ir‘i,/MQ (32) 
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Consider, for example, lhe following leading term in Eq. 29 stone bosons appears in the usual exponentiated form C = exp(iM/ J), where 

C(“(~“‘)i&“Q” = Q1,( qqcIfil(y”‘)7” (!p)Q” 

It must appear in the following combination to be invariant under separate reparametriza- 
tions of v and o’ 

d’)((u’ - i(ii/&) (v + iD/Mq))r, 

In a similar manner the coefficients of other dimension four operators can be constrained 
by applying the sane method to the other two dimensiora three operators, g:,u,,Q. and 
C+/Q”. 

The calculation leading to the I/m, corrections in Ab --t A,eu required the coeflicients 
of the vector and axial currents to order I/m,. It is easy to check that the coeffacients 
used to obtain the relations in Eqs. 3 5 satisfy the constraints from reparametrization 
invariance. The calculation there would have been simplified vastly had reparametrioatian 
invariance been used to obtain the result. (Alternatively, reparametrization invariance gives 
an independent test of the calculation). 

0. CHIRAL SYMMETRY TOO 

6. I Generalities 

Chiral symmetry and soft pion theorems have been used in particle physics for several 
decades now with great success. The most efficient way of extracting information from chiral 
symmetry is by writing a phenomenological I;rgrangian for pions that incorporates both 
the explicitly realized vector symmetry and the non-linearly realized spontaneously brokeo 
axial ~yrnrnetry.~~ Theorems that simultaneously use heavy quark symmetries and chiral 
symmetries are most expediently written by means of a phenomenological lagrangian for 
pions and heavy mesons that incorporates these symmetrics.z’~l’ 

It! the limit mb - co, the B and the B’ mesons are degenerate, and to implement 
the hmvy quark symmetrirs it is convenient to assemble them iota a “superReId” H.(v): 

H.(u) = !$ [T‘% - W] (35) 

j,r" + +I r+ K+ 

M= CT- -~o+~II K” , (36) 
I<- 770 -&J 1 

and J is the pion (or kaon) decay constant. The bosons couple to the heavy fields through 
the covariant derivative and axial vector field, 

02 = s.,artvg, = hap+ +(Pa~t~ay+), , (37) 

A:& = ; (C+a“t - Wt’), = -;l?,M.b t O(M3). (38) 

Lower case roman indices correspond to flavor W(3). Under chiral SU(3), x SU(3)8, the 
peeudogoldstone bosom and heavy meson fields transform BS 6 + L<U’ = UERt, A’ - 
UAW’, H + HU’ and (D@H) - (D”H)CJ’, where the matrix U.a is B nonlinear (unction 
of the pseudogoldstone boson matrix M. 

The chiral lagrangian is an expansion in derivatives and pion fields, an well as in 
inverse powers of the heavy quark mass. The kinetic energy terms take the form 

CM. = i J’ P&~Y,,E~, - or [7Ta(u)iv. D*.H~(“)] , (39) 

where C = cz. Here the trace is in the space of 4 x 4 Dirac matrices that define the 
“superfields” H,(u) in Eq. 35 Th e ea m m era&on term is of dimension four, I d’ g. t 

Lint = sTr [7f,(v)Ha(v) da.?] , (40) 

Here d’ is the fixed loor-velocity of the heavy meson, and P is a flavor N(3) index car- 
responding to the light antiquark. Uecaose we have absorbed mars factors &ilG into the 
fields, they have dimeosioo 3/Z; to recover the correct relativistic oormalization, we wilt 
multiply amplitudes by 6 for each external B or B meson. 

The chirat lagrangian contains both heavy meson superfields and pseudogoldstone 
bosom, couplocl togclher in an SU(3),, x SU(3) 8 invariant way. The matrix of pseudogotd- 

where g is an unknown parameter, of order one in the constituent quark model. The analo- 
gous term in the charm system is responsible for the decay D’ -+ Dr. Expanding the term 
in the lagrangiao in 40 to linear order in the Goldstone Boson fields, M, we find the explicit 
forms for the D’DM and D’D’M couplings 

D”a,MD’t h.7 t $f r,,~.D”a’MD’“v” I() (41) 

Using this one can compute the partial width 

qD’+ -t DO;?) = (42) 

r(D’+ + D+n’) = &+-“I8 (43) 

The ACCMOR collaboration has reported an upper limit of 131 KeV on the D’ widthJ3 
The branching fractions for D’+ - DW and D’+ - D+r” are (68.1 i 1.0 * 1.3)% and 
(30.8 f 0.4 f 0.8)%, respectively, as measured by the CLEO collaboration.” Using J = 
130 MeV, one obtains the limit g’ < 0.5. Even if the D’ decay width is too small to 
measure, radiative D’ decays provide an indirect means for determining the coupling g, and 
provide a tower bound g1 2 0.1.” 
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Since charmccl and beauty baryons are lung lived, me cm write down phenomenolag- 
ical Ixgrangians far their inkractions with pions. These nre 11s well just&d and should be 
a.~ good an approximalion as the lagrmginn fur hmvy rnemn~ discussed above. The treat- 
ment is ralher similar, and due to space limitations, we refer the interested reader to the 
li1eratore.2” 

6.2 B + De” nrd B * D’nev 

As R first ex.zmple of an npplication comider a soil pion theorem that relates the 
amplit,,des for B - D’eu aud B + D’nev. l2 The heavy quark current is represented in 
the phenomenological lagranginn approach by 

,I,:” = i&,Jl - -,s)h’*’ + +u’)Tr7i’d’(v’)~,.( I - -,.)/l:“(u) + (44) 

wberr the ellipsis denote terms with derivatives, factors of light quark masses mp, or factors 
of l/M*, and [(ua’) is the Isgar-W’ 1se function. The leading term in Eq. 44 is independent 
of the pion field. Therefore, it is pole diagrams that dominate the amplitude lor semilcptonic 
B + DT and B + D’n transitions; see Fig. 1. These pale diagrams are calculable in this 
approach, and are determined by the Isgnr-Wise function and the coupling 9. 

*e *It 

: .* * ” I 

: ,* I 
: : I 
: : 
’ : I 

:: 
d 

I 
- I - 

B D’ D 
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for B -a Dev 

A straightforward calculatiqn gives 

(D(+“(q)IJ;“lB(v)) = iu(B)‘fr”u(D)JMsMo~C(vv’) 

x 
1 

$ir,,&u’“v” + *. (0 + u’)u, - (1 + u.v’)qu 

-- vip[i~,v~.q’v’*v” + *. (u + u’)u; - (1 + u.v’)qu 
I 

(45) 

where u(M) stands for the isoapin wavefunction of meson M. A similar but lengthier ex- 
pression is found for B + D’~.w.~~ If the coupling g is close to its upper limit, this process 
could be an important correction to the inclusive semileptonic rate. It may, perhaps, account 
for some of the anomalously large “D”” contributions observed by CLEO.” 

6.3 Violations To Chid Symmetry 

Phenamenological lagrangians are particularly well suited to explore deviations from 
symmetry predictions. In the context of heavy mesons, several quantities of considerable 
interest have been studied. Moreover, the sell-consistency of the approach has been explored. 
It would be impassible to cover all of this in this talk. I will briefly comment on a few of 
those results, and invite you to consult the references for further details. 

In order to study violations of chin1 symmetry, one must introduce symmetry break- 
ing terms into the phenomenological lagrangian. The light quark mass matrix m, = 
diag(m., mr,m,) parametrizes the violations to Ravar SLr(3)v. To linear order in m, and 
lowest order in the derivative expansion, the correction to the phenomenological lagrangian 
is 

AC = &, [m,E+m,E’]‘. 

+ A,Tr@*)-Hj’) [cm.{ + &,tt]L ~ 

+ X;Tr@*“Hj*) [m,C + m,Et]b, (46) 

The coefficients ho, A, and & are determined by non-perturbative strong interaction elfects, 
but may be determined phenomenolagically. We postpone consideration of mass relations 
obtained from this lagrangian until we have introduced heavy quark spin symmetry breaking 
terms into the lagrangian too. 

The decay constants for the D and D, mesons, defined by 

(W-fpwlD+(~)) = ifm (47) 

and 
(Oli-mclD.(~)) = ilap, > (48) 

determine the rate for the purely leptonic decays D+ -a p’u,, and D. + p+v.. These are 
likely to be measured in the future. lo In the chiral limit, where the up, down and strange 
quark masses go to zero, flavor N(3) y is an exact symmetry and 80 fo,/fo = 1. However 
m, # 0, so this ratio will deviate from unity. Calculating this involves, at one loop, the 
Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2, where a dashed line stands for B light pseudoscalar propagator. 
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Neglecting the up and down quark mnsscs in cornpitrison with the strange quark mass, this 
deviation has been calculated to bez”,30 

fo./Jr = I - ; (I t 391) &lo (M;./,‘z) + x(,,)M;. + (49) 

where the ellipsis denote terms will, more powers of the strange quark mass (recall Mi. - 
m,). The depe&nce of A on the subtraction point p cancels that of the logarithm If ,i 
is of order thr chirnl symmetry breaking scale then i ha no large logarithms and for wry 
small m, the. explicit logarithm dominates Che deviation of J~,/fr, from unity. In Eq. 49 
the contribution from 7 loops has been written io terms of MK using the Cell-Mann-Okobo 
formula M,1 = 4Mij3, and the contribution from pion loops, proportional to M: la MI, has 
been neglected Numerically, using IL = 1 GeV, the result is that 

JD,JJD = I + 0.064 (1 + 3#), (50) 

or Jo,/J,, = 1.16 for g2 = 0.5. 

r- \ 
I’ ‘, 
1 

,--. , --. t I 
, \ \ I 

\ ‘.” 
D 

Figure 2. Feynman Diagrams in the calculation of JD.JJD. 

The same formula also holds for JB,/JB. In fact, to leading order in I/M4 the ratio 
is independent of the the flavor of the heavy quark. Consequently, 

to leading order in I/M* and all orders in the light quark masses. Now, Eq. 51 also holds as 
a result of cbiral symmetry, for any m, and mb. That is JB,/ Jt, and In.1 JD are separately 
unity in the limit in which the light quark mssses are equal. This means that deviations 
from unity in Eq. 51 must be small, O(m,) x 0(1/m, - l/n~a).~’ This ratio of ratios is 
observed to be very close to unity in a variety of calculatiorw.‘z This may be very uselol, 
since it suggests obtaining the ratio Js,/f~ of interest in the analysis of E - B mixing (see 
below) from the ratio SD,/ JO, measurable from leptonic D and D, decays. 

The hadronic matrix elements needed for the analysis of B - B mixing are 

m4wu - dd wu - 7dww) = ~J;B~ , 

(B,(v)l&l’(l - 75)s v(l - ~s)slB,(v)) = ;J~,B.s , 

where the right hand side of these equations define the parameters Be, and Bg, In the 
SU(3)v symmetry limit Bs,/Be = 1. .For non-zero strange quark mass, the ratio is no 
longer unity. The chiral correction is” 

2 = 1 - ; (1 - 392) &In (M,$//?) 

Again, Mi = 4M,$/3 has been used. Using p = 1 GeV, J = JK, and g’ = 0.5, the correction 
is Es./08 z 0.95. 

Violations to cbiral symmetry in R - D semileptonic decays have also been studied. 
One obtains that a different Isgur-Wise function must be used for each flavor of light spectator 
quarkJo 

C.(~U’) 5 2 ~ = 1 + ig 
Ld(“4 

O(d)&ln (M;/$) + X’(/~,w’)M; + (55) 

n(z) = -I+ 
2+x 

ZllFT 
I” 5+1+- 

( =+1-m ) 

z 

+4- 
I” 

( 

z-/F=7 
s+\/li-=l 1 

or, expanding about z = 1, 

n(z) = + - 1) + $(z - I)2 - $z - I)3 +, 

Using g1 = 0.5 and 18 = 1 GeV, and neglecting the counterterm one obtains 

h(wJ’) ~ = 1 - 0.21 rl(w’) t 
Ld(tJd) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

or a 5% correction at w’ = 2. 

6.4 Vi’iolnliot~s to Heavy Qunrk Symmetry 

In a similar spirit one can consider the corrections io chiral perturbation theory to 
predictions that follow from heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries. These are effects that 
enter at order l/Mg, so the first step towards this end is to supplement the phenomenological 
lagrangian with such terms. In particolnr, the only SU(3)v preserving term of order l/Me 
that violates spin symmetry in the lagrangian is” 

AL!., = ~T~~lOi’,l’“,,~Q’o,,” (59) 

In addition there are contributions to the lagrnngian io order l/Mp that violate flavor but 
not spin symmetries. These can be cbararterized as iotrodocing M* dependence in the 
couplings g, Xl and X: of Eqs. 40 and 46. At the same order as these corrections, there is a 
term that violates both spin and SU(3)v symmetries 

ALi,,, = $Tr [ii’Q)‘,I’“/l~“‘,,,~] rnqbs (GO) 
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Spin symmetry violation is responsible for “hypertine” splittings in spin multiplets. 
To leading order these mass splittings are computed in terms of the spin symmetry violating 
coupling of Eq. 59 

a,EMB.-MB=-% 
mb (611 

That the mass splittings scale like I/& seems to be well verified in nature: 

M,,-MO MB 
MB.-Mt) “Mu 

Table 3. Measured Mass Splittings 

I 
- 

X-Y Mx-MY 
WV1 

D, - D+ I 99.5 f 0.6!JJ 
D+ -Do 4.80 f 0.10 f 0.06:” 

D’f - D.0 3.32 f 0.08 f 0.053’ 
D’O-DO 142.12 f 0.05 zt 0.053” 
.I,‘+ _ “f 140.64 f 0.08 f 0.063’ 

0: B, 47.0 f 2.635 
( De0 - Do) 
(D’+ - D+) 1.48 f 0.09 f 0.05= 

(62) 

Armed with the machinery of chiral lagrangians that include both spin and chin 
ral symmetry violating turns, one can compare hyperline splitting for different flavored 
mesons. There is a we&b of experimental information to draw from; see Table 3. Break- 
iug of flavor SU(3)v and heavy quark flavor symmetries by electromagnetic effects is not 
negligible. It is readily incorporated into the lagrangian in terms of the charge matrices 
QQ = diag(2/3, -l/3) and Q, = disg(2/3, -l/3,-1/3),3’ which most come in bibnearly. 
For example, ternw involving Qi correspond to replacing m, + Q, in Eqs. 46 and 60. The 
electromagnetic effects of the light quarks can be neglected if one considers only mesons with 
d and s light quarks. The electromagnetic shifts in the hyperfine splittings Ax, and Ax, 
(X = D, B, q = d,s) d&r on account of different b and c charges, but they cancel in the 
dillorencc of splittings 

Ax, - Ax, = (Mx; - Mx,) - (Mx; - Mx.) (63) 

The only term in the phenomenalogical lagrangiao that enters this difference is Eq. 60. This 

immediately leads to 

(MB:-MEL-(MET-MB.) = (m&a) (s)“‘” [(MD: - Mu.1 - (MD; - MD,)] (64) 

We have included here the short distance QCD effect that is usually neglected.38 
The accuracy with which Eq. 64 holds is to be much better than the separate relations 

for each hyperfine splitting in Eq. 61. Recall that SU(3)v breaking by light quark masses 
and electromagnetic interactions have been accounted for in leading order. Moreover, the 
result is trivially generalized by replacing the quark mass matrix in Eqs. 46 and 60, by an 
arbitrary function of the light quark mass matrix. It is seen from Table 3 that this relation 
works well. The left side is 1.2 f 2.7 MeV while the right side is 3.0 f 6.3 MeV. 

Since both sides of Eq. 64 are consistent with zero and both are proportional to 
the interaction term in Eq. 60, it must be tbat the coupling ,IJ is very small.3’ From the 
difference of hyperfine splittings in the charm sector 

- %(m. - md) = 0.9 f 1.9 MeV (65) 

while 

MD, MO, = 4hg(m, - mr) $$n, md) = 99.5 -t 0.6 MeV (66) 

leading to IXJ/A1l less than w 20 MeV. Th’ IS IS smaller than expected by about an order of 
magnitude. With such a small coefficient it is clear that the next-to-leadibg terms and the 
loop corrections may play an important role. In particular they may invalidate the simple 
l/M* scaling of Eq. 64. ” There is no obvious breakdown of chiral perturbation theory. even 
though the leading coupling (A,) is anomalously small.‘o 

At one loop, the expressions for the mars shifts involve large O(m, In m,) and O(m:/l) 
(non-analytic) terms.“, ‘o The coupling A3 is not anomalously small at one loop. Instead. 
the smallness of the difference of hyperfine splittings in Eq. 64 is the result of a precise 
cancellation between one loop and tree level graphs. Explicitly,‘o 

(h, - ~4~:) - (h, - Mu;) = $72 (2) *I” (~22) - $VI, (67) 

With g2 = 0.5 and p = 1 GeV, the chiral log is 30 MeV, so the ,41 counterterm must cancel 
this to a precision of better than 10%. 

The L/M* corrections to the masses Mx and Mx. drop out of the combination 
Mx + 3Mx.. The combination (Mx, + 3MxO - (Mx, + 3Mx;) is a measure of SU(3)v 
breaking by B non-vanishing m, (or m, - md If the d quark mass is not neglected). It can 
be computed in the phenomenological lagrangian. To one loop”’ 

a( Mx. + 3Mx:) - ; (Mx. + 3Mx;) = 4&m, - gz 
(~+&i)i$ 

-4hm (; + ;g’) &In (M&I’) (68) 

The pseudoscalar splittings (MD. -MD,) and (Me, -MS,) have been measured; see Table 3. 
Also, @fx. t 3Mx:) - f(Mx. t 3Mx;) = $(Mx: - Mx.) - (Mx; - Mx,)] t (Mx. - Mw.), 
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and the term in sqonre brackets is less than a few MeV, as we saw above. The combination 
(M,y, + 3Mx;) - (Mx, + 3M.x;) in Eq. 68 is first order in m, but has no corrections at order 
l/h!g. Thus, one expects a similar numerical result for B and D systems. Experimentdly, 
(MB, - M,,)/(M,, -MO,) is coosistent with unity; see Table 3. The formulain Eq. 68 has’ 
R significaot contribution from the Mi term which is iodependent of the splitting parameter 
XI. The MC term gives a negative contribution to the splitting of - -250 MeV for 9’ = 0.5. 
The chirnl logarithmic correction eflectively corrects the tree level value of the parameter X,; 
for p = I GeV and $ = 0.5, the term 4A,m, gets a correction z 0.9 times its tree level value. 
Tbas, the one-loop value of IX,m, can be significantly greater than the value determined at 
tree-level of approximately 100 MeV. 

Chiral perturbation theory cao be used to predict the leading corrections to the 
form factors for scmileptonic B + D or D* decays which are generated at low momentum, 
below, the chiral symmetry breaking scale. Of puticular interest are corrections to the 
predicted normalization of form factors at zero recoil, u-u’ = 1. According to Luke’s theorem 
(see section Z), loog distance corrections enter first at order l/M;. Deviations from tbe 
predicted normalization of form factors that arise from terms of order l/M: in either the 
lagrangian or the current arc dictated by non-perturbntive physics. But thereare computable 
corrections that arise from the terms of order l/Mp in the lagrangian. These must enter at 
onc~loop, since Luke’s theorem prevents them at tree level, and result from the spin and flavor 
symmet.ry breaking in the byperRoe splittings Ao and AB. Retaining only the dependence 
on the larger A,,, the correction to the matrix elements nt zero recoil are” 

the leading term is a logarithmic singularity - -21”~. Physically this limit corresponds 
to M, + 0 (rather than the absurd alternative AD -+ m), and the logarithmic singularity 
is canceled by the In(p’/M:) in Eqs. 69 and 70. Th us, the expansions in powers of I 
and l/z correspond, in terms of physical limits, to expansions in powers of l/m. and M,, 
respectively. These are alternative, but not equivalent, expansions. This troubles roe some. 
It seems to indicate that the order of the limits l/m. + 0 and M, + 0 matters. But the 
phenomenological lagrangian for pions and heavy mesons implicitly assumes that one can 
systematically expand about the origin in l/m, - M, space. 

Frequently the eon-analytic corrections to relations that follow from the symmetries 
are uncomfortably large. A case 01 much interest is the relation between the form factors f* 
and h for L7 + K transitions, relevant to the short distance process b + s&e-, 

(I I w”b I a(m)) = I+ (m + PK)” + /- (PO - PX)” , (72) 
(fi(p~) Izd’“bl B(;m)) = ih KPB t PK)“(PB - PK)” - (PLI + m)‘(rs - mY1 1 (73) 

sod the form factors for R - rev, 

(“(P.) IW’bl~(p,l) = i+ (PR + P*) + i- be -P.)“. (74) 

lo the combined large mass and chiral limits only one of these form factors is independent: 

mak = f+ = -f- = f+ = -j- (75) 

In this limit, the ratio of rates for B - Ke+e‘ and l? 4 KAY is simply given, in the standard 
model of electroweak interactions, by (V,./V.al’, times a perturhatively computable function 
of the too quark mass. If the relation 75 held to good accuracy one could thus masore a 

(/~(u)lJ:“p(u)) = zu,, (*-$(&g [F(AdMx) + W’/M:)] + W)/d 

(‘39) . . 

(D’(“,r)lJ~IB(v)) = 26, (,-q$$ [I;.(-AD/M,) t ln(,“/M:)] t C’(a)lm: 
1 

ratio of fundamental standard model parameters.’ 
The non-analytic, one-loop corrections to the relations in Eq. 75 have been com- 

(70) 
puted.” The results are too lengthy to display here. Numerically, the violation to SU(3)v 
symmetry is found to be at the 40% level.’ 

where C and 6’ stand for tree level counter-terms and The pbenomenological lagrangian that we have been considering extensively neglects 

1 I 
tbe ellects of states with heavy-light quantum numbers other than the pseudoscalar vector- 

[(zz+ ,)I,? +q - ~ 9 t 1 (71) meson moltiplet. The splitting between multiplets is of tbe order of 400 MeV and is hardly 
neelieible when one considers SU(31v relations involving both x and K mesons. For example. 

As before, no large logarithms will appear in lhe functions C and C’ if one takes p E 
4nf - 1 GeV. With this choice, formally, their contribotions are dwarfed by the term that 
is enhanced by B lagaritbm of the pion mass. Numerically, witb 9’ = 0.5 the lognrithmically 
enhancrd term is -2.1% and -0.7% for D and I?, respectively. 

The frmction F accounts for eKects of order (l/m,)‘+“, n = 1,2,. It is enhanced by 
powers of I/M. over terms that have been neglected. Consequently it is expected to be agoad 
rstimate of higher order I/m. corrections. With AD/M. z 1, one needs F(l) = 1413 - 2~ 
sod F(-I) = 1413 + 2n for a numerical estimate; with p and 9’ as above, this term is 0.9% 
and -2.0% for II and D’, respectively. 

6.5 Trouble on fke Ilnrizot~? 

I would like to point out a pecoliar aspect of this resnlt. The frmction F(z) can be 
expanded in 2 starting at order T, as expected. ” Dot it can also be expanded in l/.x, and, 

II . ,~ 

consider the effect of the scalar pseudovector-meson multiplet. One can incorparate.its 
eflects into the phenomenological lagrangian. To this end, assemble its components into a 
“superfield”, akin to tbat in Eq. 35 for the pseodoscalar vector multiplet:‘3 

S.(v) = 9 [B2t,.Y5 - o;,] 
The phenomenological lagraogiao has to be supplemented with a kinetic energy and mass 
for s, 

Tr [s.(v)(iv Da. - A&,)&(u)] , (77) 

‘Another application olthis relation va9 discussed by 1. Dunietz in this workshop. A~saminglactorieation 
in B t +W, ratio of CKM elements can bc extracted from these two body hadronic decays. For more details, 
consult the talk by Lhnietz, these prowAings 

IThe laqe violation of S”(S)v ~ymmelry aRecta BB well the resolts ol Dunielz (see previous footnote). 
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whm A is 1,lw nmss splil,l,irng lor &- wcikd S 1rwn thy grc”“>d sl,al,‘. II, arid wit,h coupling 

g”l’r [~“(,!).S,(ll) /Ih7q + (/,‘I; [ii.(” &7q + bc.). (78) 

In trrnns or t.brsr ore can uow computr nddif.iounl correrlionr Lo quantities such as Jo,/ Jo 
in Eq. 49 Numc+ally tbr corrrcl,ions arc not, ~mall,~ JD,/JD = I + O.l3/~~ for MD. = 
2300 MrV (or J,,,/J,, = I + O.ORk’ for M 

0 
D; = 2400 McV), wwming the strange mesons to 

he I(10 Mev hcaYiCr. Siddy. cOrl.~Ct.i011S to 1.h~ ISg~\hiis~ hlllCt&Xl Call bc computed, and 
arc not negli$blr.” 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Applications ol Iwavy quark aymmrt.rics aucl or Iwavy q”nrk cllcct.ive theory methods 
abound. Many spwiftr prcdict,iorw hiw lwli ,)&P illld car> br I~~~~I.P~. If tllc predictiolls work 
well we may Ieel c0nfidvnt in using t,hw ~~~c~.hods ror a I~IOTC iorty goal, that d inlerpreling 
expwinw~ts, he it, hr tlw IIIPMII~C~CI~~. ol rIlllhlld4 pnra~nrtrrs (AS in IV,,l) or in probirlg 
new physics at very slwrt disl.nna:s (as in fi + I<P+e-). 

Theorists arc start,ing to undc~sl,and thr pwcision and linlitntions of tbc method. 
The warning rings d tlw prrvious section an: a sign d the milturity rrsc~~rch in this lield lias 
altnined. 

This is not to say the work is dolor. Mnuy olwu questions rennin. A salient issue 
is that or compul,ntioll 111 form lnctors for sel&:l~tonic b + 1, decays. Even the inclusive 
rate rallllot he conqmtc~d at large clccl,ro,, rnrrgicr, ’ wllcre il is nxasured with an aim at 
determining IV,bl. Some remaining issues require impmved input rrom experiment, For 
example, a better ~ne.wrcment of the r!ltrie~ iu Table I arid of lhe lifetimes al B+ and B” 
would settle the issue d Inctorirnt,ion discussed above. 

Regardless of the n&we oi the wacbiw tbnt condrrcts the next generation beauty 
and charm experiments, Henry Quark ElTcctive Theory methods will play a snlient role in 
the interuretatian ol the results. 
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